Increasing of new GEO/HEO space debris discovery rate with ISON optical network
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Abstract

International Scientific Optical Network (ISON) represents one of largest systems specializing in observation of space objects. ISON provides permanent monitoring of the whole GEO region, regular surveying of Molniya type orbits, and tracking of objects at GEO, GTO, HEO and LEO. ISON project is continuously developing and is joining now the 37 observation facilities in 16 countries with 86 telescopes of different class (aperture from 12.5 cm to 2.6 m). 15.4 millions measurements in 2.1 millions of tracklets for about 5000 objects are collected by KIAM in 2015. 339 new space objects have been discovered, 307 previously lost objects have been rediscovered. For comparison, 160 new objects have been discovered in 2014, and 250 in 2013. 2014 was devoted to putting into operation of small survey and follow up telescopes (including new subsystem for extended GEO surveys to determine more precise orbits for conjunction analysis). This caused some decreasing of new space debris discovery rate in 2014. During 2015 and 2016 a lot of the telescopes of 40 cm T 80 cm apertures has been put into operation. In addition, the methodology of quick identification and follow up of new space objects has been adjusted in part of ISON observatories. This resulted significant increasing of GEO/HEO space debris discovery rate. Achieved parameters of the above mentioned telescopes and obtained results will be presented and discussed. It is planned to start the printing of KIAM monthly bulletin with orbits of new discovered space debris.
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Acronyms/Abbreviations

International Scientific Optical Network (ISON), Central Research Institute of Machine Building (TsNIIMash), Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics of the Russian Academy of Sciences (KIAM), experimental optical point (EOP), optical-electronic tool (OET), Facility for Operating Robotic Telescope Equipment (FORTE).

International Scientific Optical Network (ISON) [1] is an open international project developed to be an independent source of data about space objects for scientific analysis and space situation awareness. Main areas of monitoring are the Geostationary (GEO) and highly-elliptical (HEO) orbits. Observations of the MEO and LEO objects are started. Also ISON provides the observations of the asteroids [2] and gamma-ray bursts afterglows [3]. Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics of the Russian Academy of Sciences
(KIAM), which coordinates the ISON project and processes ISON measurements, maintains 40% more complete GEO-object catalogue than public TLE data, and comparable database in part of HEO and MEO objects. Currently ISON collaborates with the 37 observation facilities in 16 countries with 86 telescopes of different class (aperture from 12.5 cm to 2.6 m). 74 telescopes in 33 observation points are participating in the space debris observations. Core of the ISON network is the 33 telescopes of KIAM RAS, KIAM Ballistics-Service Ltd and NCT Ltd. Moreover KIAM/ISON interacts with many university, academician, commercial and private observatories in Switzerland, Spain, Bulgaria, Kazakhstan, Georgia, Ukraine and Russia, and with the growing network of dedicated space debris observatories of the Roscosmos/TSNIImash [4].

Most part of the observatories collaborated with KIAM/ISON uses the standard software package elaborated within ISON project - AccuTime module (GPS receiver), CameraControl module (CCD camera), CHAOS module (telescope mount), Apex II module (astrometric and photometric reduction of the CCD frames), or new integrated telescope control system and data acquisition software package FORTE [5].

All telescopes are arranging in six main subsets of telescopes: (i) global GEO survey, (ii) extended GEO survey, (iii) deep GEO survey, (iv) tracking of bright (brighter than 15.5 star magnitude) GEO and HEO objects, (v) tracking of the faint (fainter than 15.5 star magnitude) space debris at GEO and GTO, (vi) asteroids researches. Additionally one telescope provides the regular surveys of the Molniya-type HEO objects. So, the ISON optical network now represents one of largest and powerful ground systems specializing in observation of space objects (geographical location of the observatories collaborating with ISON is in [6]). Survey telescopes provide a main stream of the measurements for the catalogue maintenance and the new object detections. New bright objects then are tracked with subset (iv); new faint objects - with subset (v). The GEO surveys provide also many detections of the HEO/GTO objects. These HEO/GTO objects then are tracked with subsets (iv) and (v).

Using ISON data KIAM carries out the researches in following fields: (i) estimation of real population of space debris at high geocentric orbits, (ii) determination of physical properties of discovered space debris objects, (iii) determination of probable sources of newly discovering space debris fragments, (iv) verification of existing evolution models of space debris distribution, (v) high orbit space debris risk assessment, (vi) improvement of technologies of studying of space debris population using optical instruments, (vi) improvement of motion models for space debris objects with complex physical properties.

2. Recent developments within the ISON project

Deployment of the six Roscosmos mini-observatories and three telescopes (21 telescope total of the 19.2 cm ð 65 cm apertures) has been completed. Four mini-observatories EOP-1 with 3 telescopes in each: 40 cm, 25 cm and double 19.2 cm apertures are installed in Kislovodsk (North Caucasus), Buyrakan (Armenia) and Nauchniy-3 (Crimea). Two mini-observatories EOP-2 with 3 telescopes in each: 65 cm, 40 cm, 4x19.2 cm apertures are installed in Kislovodsk and Blagoveschensk. Three separate telescopes ð OET-65 (65 cm), OET-50 (50 cm) and OET-25 (25 cm) are installed in Ussuriysk, Kislovodsk and Abrau-Durso.

Two 50-cm telescopes ORI-50ML (see Fig. 1) with field of view 2 degrees were installed in Kislovodsk (North Caucasus) and Nauchniy-3 (Crimea) and incorporated in subset (iii) for deep GEO surveys.

So, new telescope subset (iii) is formed in the ISON network. It includes three 65 cm telescopes of the Roscosmos/TSNIImash and three 50 cm telescopes (third telescopes in Andrushivka, Ukraine). The goal of this subset for deep GEO surveys is a detection of unknown faint space objects. It is planned to install two more similar 50 cm telescopes in Malta, Russia and Assy-Turgen, Kazakhstan.

Two telescopes 1 60 cm Ceiss-600 in Tarija, Bolivia and 80 cm K-800 in Terskol (see Fig. 2), North Caucasus supplement the subset (v) for tracking of the faint GEO and HEO objects. Both telescopes were automated and upgraded with lens corrector to enlarge field of view up to 55 minutes. K-800 telescope is able to track the space objects fainter 19 star magnitude. ISON can track the faint objects along all GEO after restoring of operations of 40 cm CHV-400 telescope in Cosala, Mexico.

Also, the methodology of quick identification and follow up of new space objects has been adjusted in the
observatories of Roscosmos/TSNIIimash where there are the powerful computers. Received CCD images are processed in near real-time and then obtained measurements are compared with the list of orbits from local catalogue. And new detections immediately transferred to other working telescopes of the ISON. These works resulted significant increasing of GEO/HEO space debris discovery rate.

Other direction of the ISON development is starting of the exchange of the telescopes from subset (i) for global GEO survey. First 22 cm telescope with field of view 4.1 degrees in Nauchniy-1, Crimea is changed on 30 cm telescope GenonMax (see Fig. 3) with field of view 4.7 degrees. Second telescope will be changed in Kitab, Uzbekistan in first half of 2017, third in Blagoveschensk in second half of 2017.

This is also will improve the detection of the faint GEO objects, because of the faint objects periodically have the flashes due to variability of their brightness and in these cases are detected even with small survey telescopes. GenonMax telescopes provide a better limiting sensitivity (on 1–1.5 star magnitude) and thus more detections of new objects.

3. Obtained results

Number of the measurements that is producing by the ISON is steadily growing each year (see Fig. 4). 15.4 millions measurements in 2.1 millions of tracklets for 4373 objects at high orbits are collected by KIAM data centre in 2015 İ 2069 at GEO, 1966 at HEO and 338 at MEO. Statistics on observed GEO, HEO and LEO objects is given on Fig. 5 İ Fig. 7 and in Table 1.
millions measurements in 2.1 millions of tracklets for 4373 objects at high orbits are collected by KIAM data centre in 2015 ï¿½ 2069 at GEO, 1966 at HEO and 338 at MEO.

It is expected that the ISON project will continue the development. These are the 10 existing telescopes which may putted in operation during next year. Production of new series of 40-cm telescopes with field of views 4 degrees is started. The places for these telescopes installation are searched. ISON project is open for cooperation and invites new partners to collaborate in field of the space debris and asteroids investigations.
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